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Modern
A ’70S-ERA ASPEN
TOWNHOME GETS
A STUNNING
21ST CENTURY
REDO THAT PUTS
MOTHER NATURE
FRONT AND
CENTER.
BY J.P. ANDERSON
PHOTOGRAPHED
BY BRENT MOSS

GUTTER

Fernando Allende’s work
“Colors” echoes the lush
green view from the guest
room. Opposite page:
Walls of windows fill the
home with light.
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A Calligaris table and Montage
Galleries chairs with Misia
upholstery beckon to the dining
room. Opposite page: A Kravet
Jazz sofa adds serious comfort
factor to the living room, where
Shepard Fairey’s “Damaged
Wrong Path Mural” is a visual
focal point.

THE CLIENT
The owner saw great promise
in this cozy townhome
tucked away in an inviting
grove of trees on the east
end of Aspen—as did David
Kaufman of Kaufman Segal
Design, who collaborated with
Colorado-based architecture
firm Rowland + Broughton to
give the ’70s-style townhome
a completely contemporary
makeover.
THE PRIORITY
“Clean, light, sleek and
uncluttered were important
to me,” notes the client, who
directed KSD to bring the
outdoors in with lots of natural
light. “I also wanted the space
to feel much bigger than
before.” With such incredibly
picturesque surroundings,
KSD’s strategy was clear: Invite
Mother Nature into the space
by adding entire walls of floorto-ceiling windows, replacing
the ’70s red brick accents and
dark paneling with white plaster
to open the space and reflect the
natural light from the windows.
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DESIGN
DETAILS
TYPE
Multilevel townhouse
LOCATION
Aspen
ARCHITECTURE
Rowland + Broughton (Sarah
Broughton, principal; Carol Way
Cisco, architect)
rowlandbroughton.com
GENERAL CONTRACTOR/
BUILDER
Decatur Wilkie Inc.
jackwilkiebuilder.com
INTERIOR DESIGN
Kaufman Segal Design
kaufmansegal.com
MILLWORK
BenchCraft Custom Woodwork
benchcraft.net
PLASTERWORK
Aspen Drywall LLC
970.366.1808
PAINT
Swedish Painting Co.
swedishpaintingco.com

RESOURCES
CUMBERLAND FURNITURE
Kitchen bar stools
cumberlandfurniture.com

THE CHALLENGE
The previously cramped kitchen was a nonstarter for the client,
a passionate entertainer who loves cooking with friends, so KSD
faced the task of moving the existing stairs 42 inches to make way
for more cooking space. Indeed, notes Kaufman, “Every inch of
space was taken into account” throughout the home. “Creative
ways of providing storage were an absolute must, from hidden
spice racks in the kitchen backsplash to bed cabinetry surrounds
and under-bed storage drawers. Negative space in such a small
environment was premium real estate, but it proved to create more
volume. Thus, [implementing] floating stairs and cable railings
with leather-wrapped handrails was one method to achieve that
goal. Typical of all small interiors, the challenge of furnishings
was solved with proper scale, floating cabinetry and simple,
elegant design,” he adds, noting that having Rowland + Broughton
architect Carol Way Cisco on-site made the job flow much more
smoothly.

THE FINE LINE
Various flooring and tile
finelinetile.com
GLOBAL VIEWS
Entry bench
globalviews.com
HOLLY HUNT
Various textiles
hollyhunt.com
KNOLL
Various textiles
knoll.com
KRAVET
Living room sofa, various textiles
kravet.com
LIGHTOLOGY
Various lighting
lightology.com

THE DETAIL
According to Kaufman, “using materials and finishes that are
not typically used for most Aspen homes but still speak to their
setting” was the most satisfying aspect of the completed project.
“We were able to create a respite from Chicago city life that
rejuvenates, relaxes and calms.”
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THE OUTCOME
“The results completely dovetailed with my goals,” enthuses the
owner. “The before and after transformation is unbelievable, and I
simply love coming home.”

OSCAR ISBERIAN RUGS
Living room rug, media room carpet
isberian.com
The master bedroom
boasts a custom platform
bed, a floating dresser
and built-in closets, all
by BenchCraft Custom
Woodwork. Opposite
page: An untitled work by
artist Doyle Gertjejansen
and a Quad Pod bench by
Global Views highlight the
entry to the home.

PAULINE GRACE
Media room sofa and ottomans,
dining room chairs
pauline-grace.com
PORCELENOSA
Tile feature wall in media room
porcelanosa-usa.com

